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This invention relates to improvementsin come 
1‘ positions which when ignited emit ‘albrilliant 
light and which consist of a metallic powder 

; mixed with an oxidizing agent.’ such'composi 
, '4" tions consist essentially of one or more?nely di 

vided metals such as magnesium, aluminium and 
, zirconium, and oxidizing agents'suchpas potas 
sium chlorate, barium nitrate, potassium nitrate, 

, . vbarium. peroxide and the like. These light pro 
1‘) ducing ignitible powders ?nd application in‘ the 

art of pyrotechny, as ?ash powdersrfor photo- , 
graphic purposes, and they are also applied for 
obtaining tracing effects in. military and other, 

‘N' > forms of ammunition. The compositions hither 
1” to used have had certain disadvantages, such as 

the sensitivity to shock or friction associated with 
those containing potassium chlorate as the oxi 
dizing agent. Others containing barium perox-l. 

' ideas the oxidizing agent are unstable and suffer ' 
deterioration. when exposed to the atmosphere. 
Those containing nitratesare ‘di?icult to ignite, ' 
and further, barium salts are toxic and therefore 
undesirable under certain conditions of use, e. g.v 

connection with tracer pellets forv shot gun: 
_. 5" cartridges. . _ - . 

The objects of this invention are to produce 
an improved light emitting ignitible composition ' 
which is not sensitive to ignition by shock or; 

‘51 j friction, which is stable when‘exposed to the at'-. 
"0 mo'sphere, which is easily ignitible and non toxic. 

I have found thatthese objects are obtained 
if the oxidizing agent used in combination with 
the metallic powder is‘ bismuth oxide or sodium 

‘1. bismuthate or mixtures of these two compounds. . 
'35 Sodium bismuthate is. an oxidizing agent and 

details of its preparation and properties are given 7 
in volume 9, of Mellor’s “Comprehensive Trea 
tise on Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry.” > 

I ‘_ Bismuth oxide is preferable, to sodium bis 
“0 muthate since‘ experience has shown that the 

compositions containing sodium bismuthate,- al 
though stable in ordinary atmospheres, are apt 
to be aiTected by excess of moisture or exposure 

"_.; to a humid atmosphere for long periods. It ap 
4" pears that under these conditions the sodium 

bismuthate reacts with the metallic powder, e. g. 
magnesium, and the ignitibilityof the composi 

, tion is thereby impaired. Bismuth oxide, how-v 
1r... 5 ever, does not behave in this way. ' 
" It has'also been found thatlthe metallic pow 
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ders themselves tend to deteriorate when exposed 
to moisture for long‘ periods and that it is there 
fore desirable, in order to ‘obtain an absolutely 
reliable product, topack the same'in air-tight 
containers. Accordingly, in the manuiacture'of 
tracer pellets ‘for ammunition, the composition, 
Jmay be pressed into moisture-proof capsules, the 
open ends of which are sealed by means of metal 
foil so that the pellets arecompletely' air and 
moisture tight. ‘ . 

As an example of one improved light emitting 
‘ composition prepared in accordance with the in 
vention, I may mention a mixture of two parts ' 
of magnesium powder and three parts of bis 
muth oxide, which when pressed under a load of 
ten cwts. into tracer pellets for shot gun car 
tridges’gives excellent results, having the desired 
properties of ‘certainty of ignition, brightness of 
trace, and freedom from danger of possible toxic 
.e?eots. Similar resultsare obtained with a mix 
ture of one part magnesium powder and one to 
two parts of sodium bismuthate. . , 

As a 'further example Ifmay mention a com 
position containing three parts of bismuth oxide, 

. two parts of magnesium powder or other suit 
able metallic powder, and half a part of strontium _V v . 
peroxide. ~The addition of the strontium perox 
ide changes the'white colour of the flame emitted 
:by the tracing composition'to a reddish, colour _;-:~ 
and in brilliant sunlight the‘trace is much more 
'disce'rnible'than a completely whitelight. 
While I have referred principally to the use of 

the improved compositions in connection with 
tracer pellets for shot gun cartridges, it is to be 
understood that they are also applicable for a Va 
riety of other purposes such as those mentioned . 
in the opening paragraph. - 

As many apparently widely different embodi 
ments of this invention may .be made without 
departing from the spirit and scope thereof, it is 
to be understood that I do-not limit 'myself 
to the speci?c embodiments thereof except as 
de?ned in the appended claims. 

I claim: ' 

1. A light-emitting ignitible composition com 
prising an ignitible metallic powder and bismuth 
oxide. , I - ' . 

" 2. A light-emitting ignitible composition com 
prisingran ignitible metalliopowder and sodium 
bismuthate. ' " r ' 
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2. 
3. Aylig’ht-emitting ignitible composition com 

prising an ignitible metallic powder, bismuth ox¢ 
ide and sodium bismuthate. ' 

4._A light-emitting ignitible composition com-} 
5 prising magnesium powder and bismuth oxide. 

5. A light-emitting ignitible composition com 
prising magnesium powder and sodium bismu 
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1 6. A light emitting ignitible composition con 
sisting of two parts by weight of magnesium pow 

> der and three parts of bismuth oxide. 
7. A light-emitting ignitible composition con 

sisting of one part by weight of magnesium pow 
der ‘and 1-2 parts of sodium bismuthate. 
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